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HALDANE AT 125

An Autobiography In Brief *
JJ .B.S.Haldane
A number of inaccurate statements have been published about me in the
press -quite as many in articles favouring me as in hostile statements. So I
propose to give a brief account of my scientiﬁc career. I was born in 1892. I owe
my success very largely to my father, J.S. Haldane. He was perhaps best known
as a physiologist, but he was so far from being a specialist that in later life he
‘‘ the Institution of Mining Engineers
‘‘
was elected president of
and delivered the
Giﬀord lectures on the Existence and Attributes of God. I suppose my scientiﬁc
career began at the age of about two, when I used to play on the ﬂoor of his
laboratory and watch him playing a complicated game called experiments -the
rules I did not understand, but he clearly enjoyed it.

‘‘

‘‘

At the age of eight or so I was allowed to take down numbers which called
out when reading the burette of a gas-analysis apparatus and later to calculate
from these numbers the amounts of various gases in a sample. After this I was
promoted to making up simple mixtures for his use and, still later, to cleaning
apparatus. Before I was fourteen, he had taken me down a number of mines, and
I had spent some time under water both in a submarine and in a diving dress.
He had also used me as the subject in many experiments. In fact I spent a good
deal of my holidays from school in learning my father’s trade. Most Indian boys
do this, but not the sons of scientists. After I was twelve, he discussed with me
all his research before publication, and sometimes tried out a lecture course on
me before delivering it to
‘‘ students.

‘‘

At school I deserted classics , that is to say, the study of Latin and Greek,
at the age of fourteen and studied chemistry, physics, history, and biology, with
my father’s‘‘ full backing but to the annoyance of the headmaster, who said I was
becoming a mere smatterer . The teaching of chemistry was good, and by the
age of sixteen I had learned some facts discovered since my father had studied
that subject, so that I could help him and C.G. Douglas; and my ﬁrst scientiﬁc
paper was a joint one with them, read to the Physiological Society when I was
seventeen.

‘‘

I went to Oxford on a mathematical scholarhip in 1911 and took ﬁrst-class
honours in mathematical moderations (roughly the Indian B.Sc. level). But as
nobody can study mathematics intensively for more than about 5 hours daily
and retain sanity, I also attended the ﬁnal honours course in zoology in my ﬁrst
year. One of my fellow students was the late Professor Narayan K. Bahl, who
later did so much for the teaching of zoology in India. At a seminar for zoology
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students in 1911, I announced the discovery, from data published by others,
of the ﬁrst case of what is now called linkage between genes in vertebrates.
My evidence was considered inadequate, and I began breeding mice with A.D.
Sprunt, who was killed in 1915. In 1912 I switched over to literarte humaniores,
a course based on Latin and Greek classics, but including the study of a good
deal of modern philosophy and ancient history.
I took ﬁrst-class honours in this subject in 1914 and had intended to go on
to study physiology. But in 1914 I joined the British army and have, therefore,
no scientiﬁc degree. In 1916 my mouse work with Sprunt and my sister, Mrs.
Mitchison, was published.
During World War I, I was wounded twice, in France and in Iraq, after
which I spent 16 months in India. I determined to come back as soon as I could
associate with Indians on a footing of equality.
On returning to Oxford after the war, I was elected a Fellow of New College
and began teaching physiology while myself attending Sherrington’s advanced
practical course in that science. Indian readers who ﬁnd it incredible that I was
appointed without a degree in physiology, or any other science, would do well
to remember that Srinivasa Ramanujan, India’s greatest mathematician since
Aryabhatta, had no degree and would thus be disqualiﬁed from teaching in an
Indian University were he alive today. I may not have been a good teacher, but
I was a successful one. In 1922 there were about sixty candidates for honours
in physiology, three from New College. These three were one-half of the six
who secured ﬁrst-class honours. I had 20-30 hours a week of teaching and other
university duties. However, I managed to get 10 hours of private tuition done at
night after 8.00 P.M. and to concentrate 9 hours on Wednesday, so I got some
time for research and reading. I worked on human chemical physiology and on
genetics. Perhaps my most important discovery in physiology was that when
I drank ammonium chloride solution I developed various symptoms of severe
acid poisoning, including breathlessness. My main genetic discovery was the
rule as to the sex of hybrid animals. In 1921 I put in a term as biochemist in
the Edinburgh Royal Inﬁrmary and learned a little medicine in the wards.
In 1922 Professor Hopkins (later president of The Royal Society, Nobel laureate, etc.) invited me to Cambridge as reader in biochemistry. I was his
second-in-command for 10 years and supervised the work of about twenty graduate students -much of which was ﬁrst rate. Perhaps my own most important
discovery was that a substance for which carbon monoxide competes with oxygen, now called cytochrome oxidase, was found in plant seedlings, moths and
rats. The most remarkable thing about this discovery was that I was able to
ﬁnd out a good deal about a substance in the brains of moths without cutting
them up or killing them. However, my enunciation of some of the general laws
of enzyme chemistry may have been more important.
In 1924 I published what my colleagues generally think my most important
paper, the ﬁrst of a series on the mathematical theory of natural and artiﬁcial
selection. Five of these papers have been reprinted in the United States and
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are available to libraries which do not possess the Proceedings of the Cambridge
Philosophical Society. They contained calculations showing great intensity of
natural selection in favour of dark colour in a British moth species. This was
regarded as ridiculously high, but 30 years later Kettlewell found a slightly higher
ﬁgure in ﬁeld studies. In 1930, in my book The Causes of Evolution, I published
the ﬁrst estimate of a human-mutation rate. Since then, this has became a
matter of international politics in wnnection with atom-bomb tests.
Toward the end of my period at Cambridge I spent some time at the John
lanes Horticultural Institution in a London suburb, directing research on plant
breeding, and continued to do so after I became part-time professor of genetics
in University College London, in 1933. My most important work was with Miss
de Winton on an ornamental plant, Primula sinensis. We were the ﬁrst, for
example, to study linkage in a plant with double the usual number of chromosomes. I also showed that one of the genes responsible for its colour acted by
changing the acidity of the petal sap.
I have always been of some use to my colleagues because I knew what was
going on in several diﬀerent branches of science, and it was, I think, in the
autumn of 1933 that I did what posterity may regard as the best and most
important action of my life. I found posts for several Jewish refugees from
Germany, and I did my best to help others. One evening Dr. Boris Chain
‘‘ my house. We talked about the work he had done in Germany, and
dined in
I said, There is a man named Florey at Oxford who is interested in that sort
of thing. I advise you to visit him . Later Florey and Chain isolated penicillin,
which has saved hundreds of times more lives than atomic bombs have caused
deaths, a fact often forgotten by critics of science. Florey and Chain have
been rewarded for this work. They shared a Nobel prize, and Florey is now
‘
president of The Royal Society. Perhaps all my discoveries will be forgotten ‘and
I shall be remembered only in the words of the ancient Greek poet Pindar: He
once nourished the contriver of painlessness, the gentle limb-guardian Asklepios
(Dhanvantari), the heroic conqueror of manifold diseases . Bacteriologists, by
the way, are heroic: bacteria are much more dangerous than tigers. For such
activities I had the honour of ﬁguring on the list of persons to be arrested if
German armies conquered England in 1940.

‘‘

‘‘

In 1936 I became professor of biometry in London but never got a building
for my own use. Some of my colleagues in this department did very ﬁne work,
and two became Fellows of The Royal Society, as I had in 1932. I participated
in a little of their work and made some contributions to mathematical statistics,
of which perhaps the most labour-saving is my calculation of the cumulants of
the binomial distribution.
‘‘

‘‘

In 1939 the British submarine Thet is sank on her trials with the loss of over
one hundred lives. About one-half of the dead were civilians; two unions asked
me to investigate the disaster. I did some experiments on myself and friends,
no more drastic than I had done at Cambridge, and shed enough
light on what
‘‘
had happened to convince the British Admiralty that their experts knew very

‘‘
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little. They asked me to continue the experiments, and when war broke out
I was given various assignments. E.M. Case and I, for example, were the ﬁrst
people to pass 48 hours shut up in a miniature submarine with apparatus which
we had correctly calculated would renew the air for that time. My wife and I
worked out methods for the rapid ascent of divers, and so on. During this work
I made a curious discovery. Oxygen, when breathed at a pressure over about
6 atm., has quite a taste. Nevertheless, since textbooks have priority over
‘‘ truth,
students of chemistry are well advised, when examined, to state that oxygen is
a colourless, inodorous, and tasteless gas . I advise even M.Sc students against
stating that Case and Haldane reported to the contrary in a letter to Nature in
1941. After breathing oxygen for ﬁve minutes or so at such pressures, one has
violent convulsions; and my frequent demand for a soft chair or a cushion is due
to the fact that I fractured my backbone in such convulsions.

‘‘

Among the papers I wrote during the 12 years between the end of the war
and my departure to India is one published in 1956 on a method for estimating
the number of lethal mutations produced in mice by gamma rays and other
agents causing mutation. A clear‘‘ answer to this question would allow us to give
a partial answer to the question, How many human babies in future generations
will die as the result of atomic-bomb tests? I was not, of course, oﬀered facilities
for such work. G.S. Carter at Harwell began to use my method. He then resigned
his post, for an undisclosed reason, and took a job with a poultry-breeding farm.
However, Sugahara, Okazawa, Tutikawa, and Muramatsu have used heavy doses,
like those absorbed by the survivors of Hiroshima and Nagasaki. The Japanese
workers have used much smaller doses, such as might be given to workers in
atomic-energy establishments or to radiologists who took precautions. They
naturally got rather few mutations and cannot yet estimate the rate very
accurately. According to my method, about 500 rs are needed to produce a
lethal mutation, while two other methods give a somewhat lower ﬁgure of about
300, which was what I guessed in 1956. If the Japanese workers are right, the
damage done to future generations by the tests so far carried out is a bit less
than Pauling and Russell have stated but very much more than American oﬃcial
spokesmen have claimed.

‘‘

722

In 1957 I came to India to work at the Indian Statistical Institute, and I
have to thank Professor P.C. Mahalanobis for making this possible. My most
important work there was, beyond doubt, starting S.K. Roy, K.R. Dronamraju,
T.A. Davis, and S.D. Jayakar on their scientiﬁc careers, which are likely, in my
opinion, to be illustrious. At least twenty of my pupils have became Fellows of
The Royal Society, so I can probably judge fairly well. At the Indian Statistical
Institute I personally published two pieces of theoretical work which may be
of lasting value, besides many which are unlikely to be so. Since leaving it,
and while employed by the Council of Scientiﬁc and Industrial Research, I have
published jointly with Jayakar one paper on human relationships. I am grateful
to Mahalanobis for giving me the opportunity of working in the Indian Statistical
Institute, where I learned a great deal about what can and cannot be done in
India, even though it gradually became clear that I would not carry out the kind
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of work I had wanted to in that institute. I have of course done a good deal
more than appears in this summary. I have taken part in politics, written a
book of stories for children, and put my Latin and Greek learning to some use
by commenting on biological passages in ancient
writings. I may have been
‘‘
-the ﬁrst to ask the cosmological question, Is space-time simply connected?
though only a man of the stature of Einstein is likely to answer it. And I have
made several bad mistakes. But I think this article gives some notion of my
contributions to scientiﬁc knowledge.

‘‘
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